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a b s t r a c t
Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimizers (MOPSOs) are often trapped in local optima,
converge slowly, and need more function evaluations when applied to solve Multi-
objective Optimization Problems (MOPs). A hybrid Vertical Mutation and self-Adaptation
based MOPSO (VMAPSO) is proposed to overcome the disadvantages of existing MOPSOs.
Firstly, a hybrid vertical mutation operator is carefully designed, which can escape
local optima and conduct a local search by uniform distribution mutation and Gaussian
distributionmutation, respectively. Secondly, the adaptation ratiomodels of twomutations
are fully analyzed and compared. Thirdly, the velocity update equations proposed by
Clerc are improved to reduce the randomness of MOPSOs, and -dominance based archive
strategy is adopted in the proposed algorithm. Finally, the VMAPSO is tested on several
classical MOP benchmark functions. The simulation results show that the VMAPSO can
be used to solve both simple and complex MOPs and that the VMAPSO is superior to
other MOPSOs in solving complex MOPs. In particular, the self-adaptation VMAPSO can
be applied to problems that you have no knowledge about.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
TheMulti-objectiveOptimization Problem (MOP) is a class of problems frequently encountered in various fields of science
and technology. Such problems can be very complex when certain pragmatic functions and specific model constraints come
into place [1]. Traditional methods [2], such as mathematical programming, are robust and have proven their effectiveness
in handling a variety of common MOPs. However, such techniques have been found to encounter difficulties such as easily
getting trapped in local optima, intolerable computational complexity, and inapplicability to certain kinds of objective
functions. To overcome these shortcomings, heuristic optimization techniques have been developed, among which Multi-
Objective Particle Swarm Optimizers (MOPSOs) are especially promising [3].
The Particle SwarmOptimizer (PSO), a kind of Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), is a population based stochastic optimization
technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [4]. The PSO has been applied to a wide range of Single-objective
Optimization Problems (SOPs) and has proven to produce very good results at a very low computational cost. This success
has inspired researches on MOPSOs. Moore and Chapman proposed the first extension of PSO strategy for solving multi-
objective problems in an unpublished manuscript in 1999 [5], which is recognized as the origin of MOPSOs. After this early
attempt, great interest to extend PSOs arose among researchers, but interestingly, the next proposal was not published until
2002. To our knowledge, over 30 different proposals of MOPSOs have been reported in the literature. Most of the researches
on MOPSOs lay emphasis upon leader selection, elitism, algorithmic convergence, and diversity [3].
However, MOPSOs are often trapped in local optima, converge slowly, and needmore function evaluations when applied
to solve MOPs. In this paper, a hybrid Vertical Mutation and self-Adaptation based MOPSO (VMAPSO) is proposed to
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overcome the disadvantages of existing MOPSOs. Firstly, a hybrid vertical mutation operator is carefully designed, which
can escape local optima and conduct a local search by uniform distribution mutation and Gaussian distribution mutation,
respectively. Secondly, the adaptation ratio models of two mutations are fully analyzed and compared. Thirdly, the velocity
update equations proposed by Clerc are improved to reduce the randomness of MOPSOs, and -dominance based archive
strategy is adopted in the proposed algorithm. Finally, theVMAPSO is tested on several classicalmulti-objective optimization
benchmark functions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to related work on MOPSOs. In Section 3,
the proposed MOPSO is detailed, including the hybrid vertical mutation operator, the adaptation ratio models of two
mutations, the improved velocity update equations, and the archive strategy based on -dominance. In Section 4, simulation
experiments on several benchmark functions and comparisons with several other MOPSOs are reported. The paper closes
with conclusions and ideas for further study in Section 5.
2. Related work
There are several representative MOPSOs in the literature. Moore and Chapman developed the first MOPSO based on
Pareto dominance [5]. They emphasized the importance of performing both an individual and a group search. In this
approach, the personal best (pbest) of a particle is a list of all the non-dominated solutions it has found in its trajectory.
When selecting a pbest , a particle from the list is randomly chosen. Mostaghim and Teich [6] proposed the sigma method
for finding the best local guides for each particle of the population. The sigma method is implemented and is compared
with another method, which uses the strategy of an existing MOPSOs method for finding the local guides. In [7], an order
is utilized, which is put on members of non-dominated sets by the recent dominated tree data structure to facilitate the
choosing of a best global individual for eachmember of the swarm, in order to direct their velocities. In [8], Pareto dominance
is incorporated into particle swarm optimization in order to allow this heuristic to handle problems with several objective
functions. The algorithmuses a secondary repository of particles that is later used by other particles to guide their own flight.
A special mutation operator is incorporated to enrich the exploratory capabilities of the algorithm. In [9], Non-dominated
Sorting Particle Swarm Optimizer (NSPSO) is introduced for better multi-objective optimization. NSPSO extends the basic
form of PSO by making a better use of particles’ personal bests and offspring, NSPSO compares all particles’ personal bests
and their offspring in the entire population. In [10], a new Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimizer, which is based on
Pareto dominance and the use of a crowding factor to filter out the list of available leaders, was proposed. It uses different
mutation operators which act on different subdivisions of the swarm. Also, it incorporates the -dominance concept to fix
the size of the set of final solutions produced by the algorithm.
The related research on the parameters in PSOs is mostly based on single-objective optimization problems. Stacey
et al. [11] examine the use ofmutation to both speed up convergence and escape local minima. The effectiveness of the basic
particle swarm optimization (BPSO) scheme with each of BPSO with mutation, constriction particle swarm optimization
(CPSO) with mutation, and CPSO without mutation are compared. In [12], the performance of particle swarm optimization
using an inertia weight is compared with performance using a constriction factor. It is concluded that the best approach
is to use the constriction factor while limiting the maximum velocity Vmax to the dynamic range of the variable Xmax on
each dimension. In [13], a very simple Particle Swarm Optimization iterative algorithm is presented, with just one equation
and one social/confidence parameter. A ‘‘no-hope’’ convergence criterion and a ‘‘re-hope’’ method was defined so that, from
time to time, the swarm re-initializes its position, according to some gradient estimations of the objective function and to
the previous re-initialization. [14] includes brief discussions of constriction factors, inertia weights, and tracking dynamic
systems. [15] introduces a novel parameter automation strategy for the particle swarmalgorithmand two further extensions
to improve its performance after a predefined number of generations. To efficiently control the local search and convergence
to the global optimum solution, time-varying acceleration coefficients (TVACs) were introduced in addition to the time-
varying inertia weight factor in particle swarm optimization.
Research on tuning the parameters of MOPSO was presented in [16]. Some experiments done in order to explore the
impact of themain parameters of the particle swarmoptimization algorithm are described,when using it formulti-objective
optimization. These parameters are the inertia weight and the learning factors involved in the velocity update equations.
Three different mechanismswere proposed to adapt the values of those parameters that are found to be themost important
for the performance.
3. A hybrid vertical mutation and self-adaptation based MOPSO
3.1. A novel vertical mutation operator
As we know, the PSO converges relatively rapidly in the first part of the search and then slows down or stops. This
behavior has been attributed to the loss of diversity in the swarm and the swarm becomes stagnated. This behavior can also
lead to the whole swarm being trapped in a local optimum from which it becomes impossible to escape. Several methods
of overcoming this, with varying degrees of success, have been proposed. The typical method is to apply mutation operator
to the swarm. Because the global best individual attracts all members of the swarm, it is possible to lead the swarm away
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from a current location by mutating a single individual if the mutated individual becomes the new global best [11,17].
This mechanism potentially provides a means both of escaping local optima and speeding up the search. Looking at the
individual components of solution vectors corresponding to the global best function values reveals that it is often only a few
components which have not converged to their global optimum values. This suggests the possibility of mutating a single
component only of a solution vector. However, existingmutation operators usuallymutate one or several components of one
or several particles, as described in Fig. 1(left), which can be viewed as a horizontalmutation operator.When a great number
of local optima exist and the particles are trapped in one of them, it is difficult to generate a new global best by mutating a
particle. Therefore, a vertical mutation operator is proposed in this paper, as described in Fig. 1(right). The vertical mutation
operator mutates one or several components of all particles, which increases the probability of generating a new global
best and escaping from local optima. Meanwhile, the pbest and gbest are kept to guarantee the progress and convergence of
MOPSOs. In the following, pm is defined as the mutation probability.
3.2. A hybrid self-adaptive mutation strategy
The mutation operator helps particles escape from local optima and at the same time slows the convergence rate of the
PSO, especially when pm is fixed. In this paper, a hybridmutation operator is designed, which combines uniform distribution
mutation andGaussian distributionmutation. The former prompts a global search in a large rangewhile the latter searches in
a small rangewith highprecision. Theuniformdistributionmutation is adopted anddefined as simply replacing the particles’
components with a uniformly generated random value in the dimension range. Gaussian distribution mutation changes the
particles’ components using a random number drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The hybrid mutation operator can be
formally defined as
if rand ≤ pu
pos(:, d) = rand(m, 1)× varrange(d)
else
pos(:, d) = pos(:, d)× (1+ Gaussian(σ ))
end
Here pu is the ratio of uniform distribution mutation, which is named the mutation factor and can be fixed or self-
adaptive. Then the ratio of Gaussian distribution mutation is 1 − pu. The Gaussian (σ ) returns a random number drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of σ . Optimal values of the mutation factor depend always on the
problem at hand. Different schemes are considered here for the selection and adaptation of pu to gain intuition regarding
the proposed VMAPSO performance. Three kinds of mutation factor are compared here with maximum generation 500 and
2000, respectively [18].
(1) Quantized mutation factor
The set of distinct, equidistant values in [0, 1] is considered and each one is investigated separately, in order to gain
intuition regarding the most promising values per problem. The values are 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , and 1.0.
(2) Decreasing mutation factor
Four decreasing functions are introduced here, which are Linear, Modular, Exponential and Sigmoid, defined in
Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) and (3.5) respectively, where t is the current generation andme is the maximum generations. The shapes of
them are shown in Fig. 2.
pu(t) = 1− tme (3.1)
pu(t) = 1− t mod (q+ 1)q (3.2)
pu(t) = 1−
(
exp
(
t log 2
me
)
− 1.0
)
(3.3)
f (x, λ) = 1
1+ exp(−λx) (3.4)
pu(t) = 1− f
(
t − me
2
, λ
)
(3.5)
(3) Self-adaptive mutation factor: pu ∈ [0.4, 0.7].
In the self-adaptation scheme, the pu is uniformly generated between 0.4 and 0.7, which is expected to fit more problems.
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Fig. 1. The horizontal and vertical mutation operators.
Fig. 2. Three different decreasing and Sigmoid mutation factors.
3.3. Improved Clerc velocity update equation
By analyzing the random variables in the velocity update equation, Clerc pointed out that some modifications could
improve the performance of the PSO [19] and new equations were proposed as the following:
r = r1 + r2 (3.6)
vel = K
(
vel+ c1 r1r (pi − xi)+ c2
r2
r
(gi − xi)
)
. (3.7)
That means that
c1
r1
r
+ c2 r2r = c1 (3.8)
when c1 = c2. In this paper, a new equation is proposed, which adopts the inertia weight instead of a constriction factor.
vel = iwt(i)× vel+ c1 r1r (pi − xi)+ c2
r2
r
(gi − xi). (3.9)
The new equation can be applied in more problems and can also improve the performance of the MOPSO.
3.4. -dominance based archive strategy
Convergence and diversity are two main metrics of MOEAs. However, existing MOEAs either focus on convergence or
focus on a good distribution of solutions, and they cannot achieve both tasks simultaneously. In [20], based on the concept of
-dominance, a new archive strategywas proposed that led toMOEAswith desired convergence and distribution properties.
The -dominance based archive strategy has a two-level concept. On the coarse level, the search space is discretized by a
division into boxes, where each vector uniquely belongs to one box and the box is divided according to Eq. (3.10).
bi =
⌊
log fi
log(1+ ε)
⌋
. (3.10)
Using a generalized dominance relation on these boxes, the algorithm always maintains a set of non-dominated boxes,
thus guaranteeing the -approximationproperty. On the fine level atmost one element is kept in eachbox.Within a box, each
representative vector can only be replacedby adominating one, thus guaranteeing convergencewith bounded size according
to Eq. (3.11). [21] investigated the role of -dominance in MOPSO methods and showed that the -dominance method can
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find solutions much faster than the clustering technique with comparable and even in some cases better convergence and
diversity. Therefore, the -dominance based archive strategy is adopted in our proposed algorithm.
|A| ≤
(
log K
log(1+ ε)
)(m−1)
. (3.11)
3.5. VMAPSO in Matlab
In the following, the pseudo of the proposed algorithm VMAPSO is described in Matlab.
Algorithm VMAPSO
initialize swarm pos;
initialize velocity vel;
pbest = pos;
build initial archives based on -dominance;
calculate crowding distance of each particle;
for i = 1:maxgen;
if rand≥ pm
for j = 1:ps
select leaders according to tournament selection from archives;
calculate velocity vel; limit velocity vel;
update position pos; limit position pos;
end
else
mutatedcol = round(rand∗D);
calculate pu according to a function;
if rand≤ pu
pos(:,mutatedcol) = rand(1:m)∗varrange(mutatedcol);
else
pos(:,mutatedcol) = pos(:,mutatedcol)∗(1+Gaussian(0, σ ));
end
end
evaluate swarm pos;
update pbest;
update archive based on -dominance;
calculate crowding distance of each particle;
end
output archives;
Only two differences between the VMAPSO and other MOPSOs are pointed out here. (1) In the VMAPSO, either a fly operator
or amutation operator is performed on the particles. In otherMOPSOs, particles fly first and then aremutated; therefore the
mutation operator may destroy better particles found in the fly operator and fitness evaluations are often wasted. (2) The
leader set and external archive are merged into one set and an -dominance based archive update strategy is employed. So
leader selection based on tournament can be implemented easily.
4. Simulation experiments
To verify the proposed VMAPSO, we have performed both quantitative and qualitative comparisons.
4.1. Benchmark functions and metrics
The benchmark functions designedbyDeb et al. are representative ones [22],whichpossess test-necessary characteristics
such as convexity, non-convexity, discreteness, and non-uniformity. The benchmark functions employed in this paper are
ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3, ZDT4 and ZDT6. The metrics are described in the following.
(1) Success Counting (SCC) [23]
SCC is employed to analyze the VMAPSO’s performance. This measure counts the number of vectors (in the current set
of non-dominated vectors available) that are members of the Pareto optimal set:
SCC =
n∑
1
si (4.1)
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Table 1
SCC and Spacing of ZDTs obtained by the MOPSO.
Function SCC Spacing Function SCC Spacing Function SCC Spacing
ZDT1 33 1.31E–02 ZDT3 20 3.04E–02 ZDT6 15 7.23E–02
ZDT2 18 1.12E–03 ZDT4 13 2.81E–02
Fig. 3. The Pareto front of ZDT1 and ZDT2 obtained by the VMAPSO.
Here n is the number of vectors in the current set of non-dominated vectors available; si = 1 if vector i is a member of
the Pareto optimal set, and si = 0 otherwise. It should then be clear that SCC = n indicates an ideal behavior.
(2) Spacing [8]
Spacing is a metric measuring the range (distance) variance of neighboring vectors in the non-dominated vectors found
so far. Since the ‘‘beginning’’ and ‘‘end’’ of the current Pareto front found are known, themetric judges howwell the solutions
in such front are distributed. This metric is defined as
S =
√√√√ 1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(d− di)2 (4.2)
where
di = min
j
(∣∣∣f i1(x)− f j1(x)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣f i2(x)− f j2(x)∣∣∣)
i, j = 1 · · · n; d = 1
n
n∑
k=1
di (4.3)
d is the mean of all, and n is the number of non-dominated vectors found so far. A value of zero for this metric indicates that
all members of the Pareto front currently available are equidistantly spaced. This metric addresses the second issue from
the list previously provided.
4.2. Results and discussion
Due to different features of ZDTs, the parameters are set as follows. For ZDT1-3 and ZDT6, swarm size = 10,maxgen =
300, pm = 0.3 and  = 0.05. However, for ZDT4,maxgen is set to 3000 for it has 219 local optima.
Table 1 lists the SCC and Spacing of ZDTs produced by theMOPSOwith a horizontal mutation operator and equal function
evaluation times.
As we can see in Fig. 3(left) and Table 2, in this function all the approaches had a very similar behavior and obtained
similar quality. For the ZDT1 function, the VMAPSO and theMOPSO show little or no difference in performance. Because the
Pareto front of the ZDT1 function is simple, all the existing MOPSOs could obtain it.
From Fig. 3(right) and Table 3, we can see that there is a little superiority over the MOPSO except for Q0.0. For the
VMAPSO, different hybrid mutation factors lead to a small performance difference. However, mutation plays an important
role in searching the Pareto front of ZDT2, which has a non-convex Pareto-optimal front, and high mutation probability is
needed.
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Table 2
SCC and Spacing of ZDT2.
pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing
Q0.0 36 5.34E–03 Q0.6 35 5.76E–03 Modular 38 4.15E–03
Q0.1 36 6.17E–03 Q0.7 37 6.28E–03 Expon. 36 6.77E–03
Q0.2 35 6.92E–03 Q0.8 36 6.40E–03 Sigm0.1 35 5.91E–03
Q0.3 35 6.99E–03 Q0.9 39 6.50E–03 Sigm0.01 35 5.61E–03
Q0.4 35 8.45E–03 Q1.0 39 4.71E–03 Sigm0.001 35 7.84E–03
Q0.5 35 6.08E–03 Linear 36 6.30E–03 Selfadptn 35 5.20E–03
Table 3
SCC and Spacing of ZDT2.
pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing
Q0.0 4 1.62E–02 Q0.6 19 5.76E–02 Modular 18 6.76E–02
Q0.1 10 2.52E–02 Q0.7 18 8.76E–02 Expon. 19 6.57E–02
Q0.2 15 4.21E–02 Q0.8 20 2.76E–02 Sigm0.1 20 3.67E–02
Q0.3 18 4.76E–02 Q0.9 20 7.55E–02 Sigm0.01 18 1.17E–01
Q0.4 16 2.50E–01 Q1.0 20 7.73E–02 Sigm0.001 19 6.02E–02
Q0.5 18 1.11E–01 Linear 18 9.76E–02 Selfadptn 19 2.93E–02
Fig. 4. The Pareto front of ZDT3 obtained by the VMAPSO with different archive strategies.
Table 4
SCC and Spacing of ZDT3.
pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing
Q0.0 19 1.27E–01 Q0.6 18 1.27E–01 Modular 19 1.28E–01
Q0.1 18 1.25E–01 Q0.7 18 1.27E–01 Expon. 19 1.27E–01
Q0.2 18 1.28E–01 Q0.8 10 1.30E–01 Sigm0.1 18 1.27E–01
Q0.3 17 1.25E–01 Q0.9 19 1.25E–01 Sigm0.01 19 1.29E–01
Q0.4 18 1.28E–01 Q1.0 18 1.26E–01 Sigm0.001 17 1.26E–01
Q0.5 18 1.26E–01 Linear 20 1.27E–01 Selfadptn 19 1.25E–01
As we can see in Fig. 4(left) and Table 4, the Pareto front of ZDT3 obtained by the VMAPSO is not right. In fact, the Pareto
front of ZDT3 is a discrete Pareto-optimal front composed of five segments, as shown in Fig. 4(right). The SCC and Spacing
of ZDT3 listed in Table 4 show no difference between the various methods. However, the Pareto front is incomplete. The log
function in Eq. (3.10) is responsible for the results because some values are less than zero. So, comparative experiments are
conducted in our study. When the -dominance based archive strategy of the VMAPSO is replaced by the NSGA-II archive
strategy, the problem disappears and thewhole Pareto front is obtained and is of very good quality, as shown in Fig. 4(right).
For the ZDT4 function, there are 219 local optima in its Pareto front and it is very difficult to produce the true Pareto
front. Many MOPSOs fail in the ZDT4 function or cannot approximate the Pareto front [5–8]. As we can see from Fig. 5(left)
and Table 5, the whole Pareto front could be obtained by the VMAPSO. By analyzing the SCC and Spacing of ZDT4 in Table 5,
10 out of 18 methods could produce over 30 Pareto optimal solutions, so how to set parameters has a very important effect
for ZDT4. However, the self-adaptation method could serve as the candidate method when the parameter value cannot be
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Fig. 5. The Pareto front of ZDT4 and ZDT6 obtained by the VMAPSO.
Table 5
SCC and Spacing of ZDT4.
pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing
Q0.0 0 – Q0.6 29 1.05E–02 Modular 30 6.22E–02
Q0.1 30 6.67E–05 Q0.7 24 1.89E–02 Expon. 26 8.91E–03
Q0.2 37 1.87E–03 Q0.8 23 3.20E–02 Sigm0.1 16 6.74E–05
Q0.3 37 2.15E–03 Q0.9 21 1.66E–02 Sigm0.01 25 6.81E–03
Q0.4 36 1.75E–03 Q1.0 17 2.89E–02 Sigm0.001 35 7.86E–03
Q0.5 33 1.09E–02 Linear 37 3.28E–03 Selfadptn 32 1.54E–02
Table 6
SCC and Spacing of ZDT6.
pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing pu SCC Spacing
Q0.0 20 1.41E–02 Q0.6 20 1.45E–02 Modular 20 1.55E–02
Q0.1 20 1.40E–02 Q0.7 19 1.43E–02 Expon. 20 1.43E–02
Q0.2 19 1.64E–02 Q0.8 19 2.98E–01 Sigm0.1 19 1.43E–02
Q0.3 19 1.41E–02 Q0.9 19 1.96E–02 Sigm0.01 20 1.41E–02
Q0.4 20 1.43E–02 Q1.0 20 1.49E–02 Sigm0.001 20 1.41E–02
Q0.5 20 1.56E–02 Linear 20 1.41E–02 Selfadptn 20 1.70E–02
determined. The superiority of the self-adaptationmethod is embodied in complex and difficult problems and therefore the
self-adaptation method may be employed when we face unknown problems.
As we can see in Fig. 5(right) and Table 6, the Pareto front obtained by the VMAPSO is non-uniform. Because of the non-
uniformity of the search space, ZDT6 becomes a complex problem and some MOPSOs fail in solving this problem. However,
various VMAPSOs obtain the satisfactory Pareto set and the self-adaptation VMAPSO is very effective in this function.
5. Conclusions and future work
This paper presents a VMAPSO to attack the disadvantages of existingMOPSOs, which employs a hybrid verticalmutation
operator, adaptation ratio models, and -dominance based archive strategy. The simulation results show that the VMAPSO
can be used to solve both simple and complex MOPs, and the superiority over other MOPSO in solving complex MOPs is
demonstrated. In particular, the self-adaptation VMAPSO can be applied to problems that you have no knowledge about
and therefore a large amount of computation can be saved in selecting appropriate parameters.
Although we have obtained some improvements of the MOPSO in the experiments, our work is still preliminary. In the
future, we will focus on: (i) studying the swarm behavior, and based on it apply a mutation operator; (ii) applying the
proposed algorithm to some application problems to verify its capability.
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